Abstract. Glioblastoma, the most common primary brain tumour, is also considered one of the most lethal cancers per se. It is highly refractory to therapeutic intervention, as highlighted by the mean patient survival of only 15 months, despite an aggressive treatment approach, consisting of maximal safe surgical resection, followed by radio-and chemotherapy. Radiotherapy, in particular, can have effects on the surviving fractions of tumour cells, which are considered adverse to the desired clinical outcome: It can induce increased cellular proliferation, as well as enhanced invasion. In this study, we established that differentiated glioblastoma cells alter their DNA repair response following repeated exposure to radiation and, therefore, high single-dose irradiation (SD-IR) is not a good surrogate marker for fractionated dose irradiation (FD-IR), as used in clinical practice. Integrating irradiation into a combination therapy approach, we then investigated whether the pharmacological inhibition of PI3K signalling, the most abundantly activated survival cascade in glioblastoma, enhances the efficacy of radiotherapy. Of note, treatment with GDC-0941, which blocks PI3K-mediated signalling, did not enhance cell death upon irradiation, but both treatment modalities functioned synergistically to reduce the total cell number. Furthermore, GDC-0941 not only prevented the radiation-induced increase in the motility of the differentiated cells, but further reduced their speed below that of untreated cells. Therefore, combining radiotherapy with the pharmacological inhibition of PI3K signalling is a potentially promising approach for the treatment of glioblastoma, as it can reduce the unwanted effects on the surviving fraction of tumour cells.
Introduction
Over 65% of all malignant primary brain tumours are glioblastoma, formerly also referred to as glioblastoma multiforme (1) . While this highly aggressive tumour only rarely metastasises outside the neuroaxis (2, 3) , intracranially invading, single tumour cells can be found up to 6 cm from the tumour bulk (4), thus rendering complete surgical resection unachievable. The two-fold surgical reality of glioblastoma treatment has been formulated as follows: The greater the extent of surgical tumour removal, the longer the patient survival and, regardless the extent of removal, recurrence is inevitable (5) . Therefore, the current standard treatment consists of a three-prong approach: Maximal safe surgical removal, radiotherapy and treatment with the chemotherapeutic agent, temozolomide (6) . Nevertheless, mean patient survival is only approximately one year after diagnosis (7) .
Further improvements in therapy are considered difficult, as there is little additional scope for surgical excision, limited access though the blood-brain barrier for chemotherapeutic drugs and high resistance within the tumour to radiation (8) . The latter aspect in particular has led to an ongoing debate about optimal fractionation schedules and doses (9) , since lowdose irradiation can be sublethal in a radioresistant tumour, and side-effects, such as enhanced cell migration, which promotes tumour spread, have been shown to occur (10, 11) . On the other
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hand, clinical trials for hypofractionated irradiation have suggested a greater risk for brain necrosis, or with adjusted doses only a limited improvement in overall survival (12, 13) . The PI3K survival cascade is one of the few consistently altered signalling pathways found in glioblastoma: The amplification of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (45%), gain of function in the PI3K catalytic subunit α (15%) and loss of phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) (36%), result in an aberrant activation of this signalling cascade in approximately 88% of all tumours investigated (14, 15) . Importantly, unlike for example in Hodgkin's lymphoma (16) , PI3K-mediated signalling does not appear essential for the survival of glioblastoma cells. It is therefore likely that the role of this signalling cascade is highly complex (17) . A fact which is also reflected in the failure to successfully integrate pharmacological inhibitors into a clinical setting, to date, only two modulators of PI3K-mediated signalling, everolimus and temsirolimus, have been clinically approved for glioblastoma treatment (18) . Our own recent study further demonstrates that modulating the PI3K pathway in glioblastoma cell lines and differentiated cells (DCs) can significantly inhibit their locomotive properties (19) . A recent, more detailed analysis revealed differential roles of the PI3K pathway in glioblastoma stem cell-like cells (SCs) and their differentiated progeny: While the chemoresistance of SCs can be reduced to the level of the DCs, no further sensitization can be achieved in either population, i.e. PI3K-mediating signalling is responsible for the additional chemoresistance of SCs, but does not mediate resistance per se (20) . by contrast, blocking PI3K signalling affects, as we have previously demonstrated (19) , the motility of the DCs, but not that of the SCs (20) . These findings suggest that one signalling cascade can have different functions in a single tumour, depending on the cell populations studied within the tumour.
In this study, we investigated the effects of radiation and the different modes to apply it, high single-dose irradiation (SD-IR) or fractionated dose irradiation (FD-IR) on DCs, which make up the tumour bulk and focus on the interaction between radiotherapy and the application of GDC-0941, a pharmacological inhibitor of PI3K.
Materials and methods
Cell culture. Primary Glioblastoma SCs were isolated by mechanical disaggregation from surgical specimens obtained from three patients with WHO IV glioma (G35, G38 and G40) after obtaining written informed consent as previously described (21) . SCs were cultured in DMEM/F-12 (HAM) medium (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), supplemented with epidermal growth factor (EGF; Biomol GmbH, Hamburg, Germany), fibroblast growth factor (FGF; Miltenyi biotec GmbH, bergisch Gladbach, Germany) and B27 (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and induced to adhere to collagen (bD biosciences, bedford, MA, USA)-coated cell culture flaks/dishes. The cells were allowed to differentiate by letting them adhere to uncoated cell culture material in the presence of DMEM, supplemented with 10% FCS and penicillin/streptomycin (all from Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific). DC populations were maintained for <10 weeks. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee, Medical Faculty, Ulm University (Ulm, Germany).
Inhibitor and radiation source. The PI3K inhibitor, GDC-0941, was obtained from Selleckchem, Munich, Germany. The irradiation device used (HWM D400) was from Wälischmiller Engineering GmbH (Markdorf, Germany).
Determination of the survival fraction following 2 Gy irradiation (SF2).
The SF2 value for the G35DC cells was extrapolated from the data presented in Fig. 1b , while the values for the additional cell populations were obtained from peer-reviewed literature (references provided in Table I ). Whenever possible comparative analyses were selected.
Cell cycle distribution and apoptosis. The cellular DNA content was assessed by fluorescence-activated cell-sorting (FACScan; becton Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany) analysis of propidium iodide-stained nuclei as previously described (22) .
Changes in cell number. The cells were counted using CASY1 DT (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA), as previously described (21) .
Wound healing assay. Semi-directed migration was investigated using a wound healing assay. Irradiated or non-irradiated cells were seeded at a density of 5.32x10 4 cells/cm 2 per well of a 12-well plate in a total volume of 1.5 ml of medium. Following overnight incubation, the cells were treated with 0.6 µM GDC-0941 and incubated for an additional 30 min at 37˚C. A scratch was introduced into the cell layer using a 10 µl pipette tip and the plate was placed into an enclosed incubator connected to a CK40 microscope (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany). Images were acquired every 20 min for 24 h with a CAMEDIA C-4040ZOOM digital camera (Olympus).
Random motility. The random movement of the cells was analysed via time-lapse photography, as previously described (22) , and an image was acquired every 20 min over a time course of 24 h. The relative speed of the cells was quantified using ImageJ software Version 1.46r (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ; http://imagej. nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2011).
Colony formation assay. A total of 1,000 cells were seeded on 12.5 cm 2 culture flasks and allowed to adhere overnight. At 10 or 11 days following treatment, the cells were washed with PBS and fixed in 3,7% paraformaldehyde for 10 min and stained with 1:10 Giemsa solution for 10 min. After several washes, colonies with >10 cells per colony were counted. Cell survival was calculated as a percentage of the control and mathematical interpolation was calculated with MATLAb on the basis of the linear quadratic model (23) .
Immunofluorescent assessment of DNA damage. DNA damage was assessed by yH2Ax staining, as previously described (24) .
Western blot analysis. Western blot analysis was performed as previously described (21): The cells were incubated with 20 µl of lysis buffer (30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 150 mM NaCl; 1% Triton x-100; 10% Glycerol, one tablet Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) for every 50 ml lysis buffer) for 15 min on ice and afterwards scraped from the dishes. Cell lysates were collected in 1.5 ml tubes and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 20 min at 4˚C. The supernatants were collected in new 1.5 ml tubes and frozen at -20˚C. For the determination of the protein concentration a Pierce bicinchoninic acid assay (bCA) Protein Assay Reagent kit (Thermo Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) was utilized. An amount of 50 µg of protein was mixed with 6x loading buffer and filled up with water to equal final volumes. Samples were denatured at 95˚C for 5 min, placed shortly on ice, spun down and loaded on a 12% SDS gel. Following transfer onto a nitrocellulose membrane, the membrane was blocked in 5% milk for 1 h on a shaker, washed three times with PbST and incubated with 15 ml primary antibody solution at 4˚C overnight under constant agitation. The membrane was then washed three times with PbST and incubated with the secondary antibody, freshly diluted in 5% milk, for 1 h at room temperature under agitation. Washing was performed three times with PbST. Proteins were visualized by the in Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate kit (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA) and chemiluminescence was captured by an autoradiography hyperfilm with an Optimax Developer. The following antibodies were used: Rabbit anti-phospho-AKT (Thr308) (1:1,000; #4056), rabbit anti-phospho-AKT (Ser473) (1:1,000; #9271) (both from Cell Signaling Technology, Leiden, The Netherlands), mouse anti-AKT antibody (1:1,000; #610860; bD biosciences), β-actin (1:20,000; #A5441; Sigma-Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany) followed by goat antimouse IgG (#sc-2005) or goat anti-rabbit IgG (#sc-2004) conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (1:5,000; Santa Cruz biotechnology, Heidelberg, Germany).
Transwell assay. Cell invasion was examined by a modified transmembrane migration (Transwell ® ) assay. A total of 3x10 4 cells were seeded in serum-free DMEM onto collagencoated Transwell ® membranes (Corning Inc., Corning, New York, NY, USA) with a pore size of 8 µm. For the coating and closure of the pores, collagen type I (bD biosciences) was used; 10% FCS in the lower chamber served as an attractant. After 24 h, the upper side of the membrane was wiped and washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline. The cells on the bottom side of the membrane were then fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde and stained with 4'6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) prior to mounting. DAPI was procured from Roche Diagnostics. The number of migrated cells was determined by analysis using a Keyence bZ-9000 microscope (Keyence Deutschland GmbH, Neu-Isenburg, Germany).
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was carried out by a two-sided Student's t-test for two-group comparisons and by one-way ANOVA, followed by a bonferroni post-hoc test for multiple group comparisons. The expected response to combination treatment was calculated as fractional response to GDC-0941 (Fa) + fractional response to irradiation (Fb) -(Fa x Fb). bliss analysis was conducted to detect synergistic (ratio of the actual total response and the expected total response <0.9), additive (this quotient equalled 0.9 to 1.1), or antagonistic effects (quotient >1.1). bliss analysis was not conducted if GDC-0941 had a reverse effect compared to irradiation alone.
Results
Characterising the response of differentiated glioblastoma cells to irradiation. While DCs make up the bulk of a tumour, SCs were long held to be responsible for the characteristic features of glioblastoma, including increased resistance to radiotherapy (25) . However, with the unidirectional association between the glioblastoma SC and DC population recently thrown into doubt (26) , as well as the increasing doubt about the general veracity of glioblastoma SCs being more resistant to therapy than DCs (27) , in this study, we first investigated the response of DCs to increasing concentrations of gamma radiation (Fig. 1A ) and calculated the SF2 value (Fig. 1b) . Compared to established glioblastoma cell lines, G35 DCs display a similarly high radioresistance (Table I) .
We then investigated whether SD-IR is a good surrogate for repeated i.e., FD-IR, comparing 10 Gy SD-IR with 2 Gy FD-IR consecutively at 5 days per week, reflecting the current clinical schedule. In addition, we also looked at 5 Gy (either as single dose or fractionated into 5 doses of 1 Gy); this reflects previous concerns of neurological decline which was not observed when fractions of 1 Gy were used (34) . As shown in Fig. 2 , FD-IR led to significantly lower rates of specific apoptosis (Fig. 2B ) and significantly higher rates in cell count (Fig. 2C) than SD-IR. This, as well as the overexponential decrease in colony formation for doses >6 Gy (Fig. 1A) is likely due to the higher chance for multiple chromosomal breaks with higher incidence for mismatch repair (35) . The cell cycle analysis was performed on viable cells at indicated times points, the DNA content of which was visualized by propidium iodide-stained nuclei. Cells were either mock-treated (control), irradiated once with 10 Gy (SD-IR) or 5 times daily with 2 Gy (FD-IR).
(D) The cell cycle analysis was performed on viable cells at indicated time-points, the DNA content of which was visualized by propidium iodide-stained nuclei. Cells were either mock-treated (control), irradiated once with 5 Gy (SD-IR) or 5 times daily with 1 Gy (FD-IR). Shown are the means ± SD of three independent experiments performed in triplicate. In (B) statistical significance was always in relation to the untreated control group and assessed by an unpaired two-tailed t-test; in (C and D) statistical significance was assessed by a one-way ANOVA, followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test ( Of note, when examining the effect on cell cycle distribution, both FD-IR and SD-IR induced polyploidy to a similar extent; however, SD-IR seemed to lead to a greater accumulation of cells in the S phase, while cells treated with FD-IR appeared to favour the G2 phase ( Fig. 2C and D) . These patterns seem to be a general feature of irradiated, differentiated glioblastoma cells, as they were also observed in a secondary cell population (Fig. 3) .
DNA damage responses following 3x2 Gy and 6 Gy irradiation.
After having observed that a total of 10 Gy irradiation leads to a greater effect on cell death and changes in cell number (Figs. 2 and 3) , we more closely investigated the effects of different rounds of radiation; i.e., we treated the cells with 1x2 Gy, 2x2 Gy, 3x2 Gy and 1x6 Gy radiation (Fig. 4) . We observed a dose-dependent effect on cell number and cell death, but no perceivable effect between 3x2 Gy and 1x6 Gy (Fig. 4b and C) . Of note, only a dose of 6 Gy (single dose and fractionated) had a clear effect on the cell cycle distribution; a clear reduction of the percentage of cells in the G1 phase of cycle was observed, while a concurrent increase in the number of cells in the G2 phase and polyploidy were also observed (Fig. 4D) . While no discernible differences between SD-IR and FD-IR were observed with regards to cell death induction, cell cycle distribution and total cell number, we, however, speculated that a difference between SD-IR and FD-IR could still be found in the activation of DNA-damage repair (DDR). In order to examine this hypothesis, we visualized foci formation of gamma/phospho-Histon H2Ax. The phosphorylation of this histone at Ser139 occurs in response to DNA double-strand breaks and it has been proposed that this concentrates repair factors, such as RAD51, at sites of DNA damage (36) . The cells were irradiated either with a 6 Gy single dose or with three fractions of 2 Gy every 24 h according to clinical standard schedule. In both groups, phospho-H2Ax staining was monitored for three 24-h cycles, which corresponded to 15 min, 4 and 24 h after each fractionated dose of 2 Gy for the FD-IR group (Fig. 5A) . Representative images of an individual cycle are shown in Fig. 5b , highlighting the fact that the phosphorylation of H2Ax is a rapid event, peaking within 15 min of damage induction/radiation and already considerably reduced after 4 h. Within 24 h, the amount and intensity of phospho-H2Ax foci were almost back to background level. Repeated exposure to 2 Gy led to repeated rounds of H2Ax phosphorylation and, hence DNA repair (Fig. 5C) . by contrast, a single exposure to 6 Gy led only to a single round of DNA repair, but surprisingly the cellular response, as assessed by the levels of phospho-H2Ax foci, was similar to that for 1x2 and 1x6 Gy (Fig. 5C ). A role of PI3K signalling in irradiated glioblastoma cells. Subsequently, we investigated whether PI3K plays a role in the cellular response of a glioblastoma DC population to irradiation. As we have previously shown that PI3K signalling, via DNA-PK, contributes to DNA repair and that the sequential association between apoptosis inducer (herein, radiation) and sensitizer (herein, pharmacological inhibition of PI3K signalling) play a critical role in designing a successful combination therapy [ (37, 38) , respectively], we devised, after confirming the inhibition of PI3K signalling via GDC-0941 (Fig. 6A) , a complex schedule to maximize potential combinations (Fig. 6b) . The addition of 625 nM GDC-0941, a concentration we have previously shown to induce the rapid and prolonged inhibition of PI3K signalling in glioblastoma DCs (20) , had a synergistic effect on cell numbers when combined with 3x2 Gy irradiation (Fig. 6C ). This effect, independent of the schedule selected, was not mediated via increased cell death (Fig. 6C and D,  respectively) . Furthermore, the total effect on cell numbers that the combined use of irradiation with PI3K inhibition has, also appears rather minor or, at least, temporally limited, as a long-term colony forming assay indicated that the clear effect that 3x2 Gy had on colony numbers was not enhanced by the addition of GDC-0941 (Fig. 6E) .
As this synergetic effect on cell numbers was clearly not due to increased apoptosis, we speculated whether this may be due to the combined effects of PI3K inhibition and radiation on the cell cycle. The inhibition of PI3K has been found to exert a cytostatic effect on glioblastoma cells (17) and under the experimental conditions applied herein, a transient arrest at the G1 phase of the cell cycle was also observed (Fig. 7A) . Of note, the combination of GDC-0941 and radiation led to an increase in the number of cells in the G2 phase, as did, although to a lesser extent, radiation on its own (Fig. 7b) . Whether these effects on cell cycle progression combine and lead to a reduction in cell numbers, or whether PI3K inhibition prolongs the radiation-mediated cell cycle arrest via a mechanism that is independent of its direct effect on cell cycle progression needs to be further elucidated in the future. Alternatively, it is conceivable that DNA repair, which can also be dependent on PI3K signalling (17) , is retarded by GDC-0941-mediated inhibition, i.e., the cells take longer to repair radiation-induced damages when PI3K signalling is impaired.
There are several lines of evidence suggesting that radiotherapy can increase tumour cell mobility (11, 39, 40) . As our own data strongly suggest that the PI3K pathway mediates cell motility in glioblastoma cell lines, as well as DCs (19, 20) , we determined via a scratch assay that this is also true in our experimental system (Fig. 8A and b) . This is in line with our previous data which showed that GDC-0941 inhibited the motility of G40 and G35 DCs (20). We then looked at the speed of motility in untreated cells, irradiated cells and irradiated cells treated with GDC-0941 (Fig. 8C) . Irradiation caused an increase in motility, which was still clearly detectable 32 h after radiation exposure (0-8 h of measurement). This effect was blocked by post-radiation exposure of the cells to GDC-0941, at later time-points (8-24 h); the inhibition of PI3K reduced motility even below the levels found in untreated cells. In the context of tumour growth, increased motility can also contribute to increased invasion; therefore, we performed an invasion assay (E) Cells were treated with GDC-0941 1 h after the first irradiation round. After the final irradiation, adherent cells were re-seeded at a low density. After 11 days cells were fixed and stained. In (A and E) one representative result of two independent experiments is depicted. In (C and D) the means ± SD of at least three independent experiments performed in triplicate are shown.
to examine the effects of radiation on glioblastoma cell invasion and whether PI3K inhibition can potentially reduce cell invasion. As suggested by the data shown in Fig. 9A , and as it is a general feature of glioblastoma cells, three independent populations were investigated, and the results revealed that the combination of radiation and GDC-0941 led to a reduced cellular invasion through a collagen-coated matrix. For the G40 DCs, this effect was highly significant and led to a reduction of approximately 25% less invasive cells compared to the control alone (Fig. 9b) . Therefore, the inhibition of PI3K not only blocks the radiation-induced increase in motility, but when GDC-0941 was used in combination with radiation, this generally led to a reduction in invasion.
Finally, we investigated the effects of GDC-0941 and radiation on SCs. Similar to its effect in DCs, GDC-0941 led to a prolonged inhibition of PI3K-mediated signalling, as assessed by the phosphorylation of Akt, a key mediator of PI3K-mediated signalling (Fig. 10A) . However, in the SCs, the inhibition of PI3K did not lead to a reduction in motility or a cell cycle arrest (Fig. 10b and C, respectively) , supporting our previous observations that the PI3K signalling cascade has distinct functions within different populations of an individual tumour (20) . With the combination of GDC-0941 and radiation, a mostly synergistic reduction in total the cell number was detected (Fig. 11A) ; however, in contrast to our findings in DCs, a synergistic effect on apoptosis induction was also detectable (Fig. 11b) . We previously described a similar pattern when treating SCs and DCs with temozolomide (20) . The surviving SC population displayed a similar increase in the number of cells in the G2 phase as observed in the DCs (Figs. 7b and 11C, respectively) , as in the SCs, GDC-0941 alone did not lead to an increase in the G1 population (Fig. 11C) nor to a reduction in cell numbers over time (20) , it appears that the increase in the G2 cell number upon combination therapy is not due to the synergetic effects of cell cycle inhibition, but rather to the reduced repair capacities of the cell populations.
Another difference between the SCs and DCs became apparent when analysing cellular motility, as neither radiation nor radiation and the PI3K inhibitor in combination affect the locomotive capacity of SCs (Fig. 11D) .
In summary, while the inhibition of PI3K signalling did not sensitize the glioblastoma DC population to radiationinduced apoptosis, it did contribute to a synergistic effect on cell numbers, e.g., by blocking proliferation, and reduced the intrinsic speed of surviving irradiated cells, thereby reducing their invasive potential. This is in contrast to the SC population, which was sensitised to radiation-induced cell death, but whose motility remained unaffected by radiation or PI3K inhibition. This suggests an important role for PI3K inhibition in future combination therapies designed for the treatment of glioblastoma. 
Discussion
Glioblastoma, the most common primary brain tumour, is also considered one of the most lethal cancers per se, contributing to 2% of the worldwide tumour burden and 7% of years lost due to cancer before the age of 70 (3, 41, 42) . This is highly unusual for a tumour that only rarely metastasizes outside the neuroaxis, as only 0.4 to 2.0% of all glioblastoma patients Figure 8 . Effects of the combined use of GDC-0941 and fractionated dose irradiation (FD-IR) on motility. (A) After culturing G40 differentiated cells (DCs) overnight, cells were either left untreated or treated for 30 min with 0.625 µM GDC-0941 (GDC). This was followed by the introduction of a single wound, represented by the white lines. Twenty-four hours time-lapse microscopy was initiated 30min after wounding. (b) Cells were irradiated with three times 2 Gy (Irradiation) or not (Control) and, after culturing G40 DCs overnight, were either treated for 30 min with 0.625 µM GDC-0941 (Irradiation + GDC) or not. This was followed by the introduction of a single wound, represented by the white lines. At 24 h time-lapse microscopy was initiated 30 min after wounding. In (A and b) one representative result of two independent experiments performed in duplicate is depicted. (C) Irradiated (3x2 Gy) and non-irradiated cells were allowed to grow for 24 h after seeding and were treated with GDC-0941 1 h before recording via time-lapse microscopy for another 24 h. Cell velocity was examined in 8-h intervals using ImageJ software. The mean of two experiments performed in duplicate is shown (n=40). Statistical significance was assessed by two-way ANOVA ( * P≤0.05; ** P≤0.01; *** exhibit extracranial/extra-CNS metastases (3, 43, 44) . However, glioblastoma does not produce a clearly delineated encapsulated tumour within in the brain, but is characterized by a diffuse, infiltrative growth pattern (45) , and it has even been suggested that glioblastoma has more in common with a systemic, i.e., whole brain disorder than with a typical spreading tumour within the brain (46, 47) . This limits the possible therapeutic approaches significantly.
Full safe surgical resection of glioblastoma is impossible due to the infiltrative nature of the disease; following the removal of the tumour bulk (which can significantly alleviate symptoms), recurrence occurs in 95% of cases 2-3 cm from the initial tumour location (2) . by contrast, chemotherapeutic intervention is often limited by the ability of the drug to cross the blood-brain-barrier (bbb). Currently, the only chemotherapeutic agent that is part of the standard treatment is temozolomide, which efficiently crosses the bbb, but only prolongs average patient survival by approximately two months (6) . While the bbb can be compromised within the tumour bulk (48) , drug delivery to the individual invading cells is still reduced. Indeed, it has been postulated that the inhibitor used in this study, GDC-0941, only accumulates at high concentrations in the tumour bulk, and that it is less well distributed throughout the healthy brain, i.e., does not reach invading cells at sufficiently high concentrations (49) .
From the 1960s, it was suggested to utilize radiotherapy for malignant brain tumours [(50,51) for example] and a decade later, it was established that 50 Gy was too ineffective (52), while 70 to 80 Gy were too necrotizing (53) . by 1990, the current suggestion of 60 Gy in 2 Gy daily fraction was established (54) . However, it is common practise for in vitro investigations of glioblastoma to use a high individual radiation dose (such as 6 Gy) to mimic repeated treatment with the clinically applied dose of 2 Gy [for example (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) ]. While this may be logistically easier and expose cell cultures to less stress, our data clearly indicate that a high SD-IR is a poor surrogate for FD-IR. Clear differences in the apoptotic rate, cell number and cell cycle distribution could be observed, particularly when comparing 10 Gy with 5x2 Gy. Furthermore, even at doses where no apparent differences in apoptosis induction, cell numbers and cell cycle distribution could be discerned, e.g., when comparing SD-IR of 6 Gy with FD-IR of 3x2 Gy, the cellular response was clearly different to a single or fractionated dose. Of note, the initial doses of 2 and 6 Gy caused a DNA repair response in a similar fraction of cells (approximately 80%). This DNA repair response, however, does not reflect the reaction of the cell populations to different doses of radiation, as 6 Gy induced significantly more apoptosis, more strongly reduced total cell numbers and differentially altered the cell cycle than 2 Gy. It is possible that the lower dose led to a more rapid repair, as suggested by the increased reduction of phospho-H2Ax-positive cells in the FD-IR group after 1 h, although the differences between SD-IR and FD-IR were not significant. Prior to the second cycle, the percentage of phospho-H2Ax-positive cells was similar in the 2 and 6 Gy-treated populations and indistinguishable from the control population. Repeated exposure to radiation led to a similarly strong DNA damage response, but after the third round of irradiation, phospho-H2Ax foci were clearly retained longer. As this occurs within 52 h of the first exposure to 2 Gy, it is not a genetic selection of a subpopulation that leads to this difference. Whether this prolonged foci retention reflects a more robust DNA damage response, or results from an energic depletion of the DNA repair machinery after multiple rounds of repair, remains unclear. It does, however, highlight a clear difference between SD-IR and FD-IR and the inaptitude of using SD-IR to mimic the effects of FD-IR.
While there can be little doubt about the importance of radiation as part of the standard cancer therapy, there are still unwanted consequences of applying it, such as increase motility in the surviving fraction of tumour cells (63) . For example, following 10 Gy irradiation, surviving lung cancer cells exhibit both an increased motility and invasiveness (39) , via molecular pathways we have also observed to be increased in stressed glioblastoma cells (21) . In addition, it has also been reported that a post-radiational increase in VEGF increases the motility of glioblastoma cells (11) , while radiation has also been linked to increased motility by inducing epithelial-mesenchymal transition in lung epithelial cells (40) . We observed a similar event in this study when analysing the locomotive capacity and invasive potential of irradiated DCs and showed that increased motility could be prevented by combining radiation treatment with GDC-0941, a pharmacological inhibitor of PI3K signalling, the most commonly activated survival cascade in glioblastoma (14, 15) . In addition, the inhibition of PI3K did not sensitize the DC population to radiation-induced cell death, but synergized with radiotherapy to reduce cell numbers. Importantly, the single addition of GDC-0941 was not sufficient to maintain this effect on the long-term, as observed in the colony forming assays. Therefore, when considering the therapeutic implementation of PI3K inhibition in a clinical context, it will not be sufficient to reduce PI3K-mediated signalling only during irradiation, but persistently. Our own recent study demonstrated that a single signalling cascade, such as the PI3K pathway, can have distinct functions within a single tumour, depending on the population investigated (20) . While blocking PI3K signalling alleviates the additional chemoresistance of the SC population to temozolomide, i.e., SCs became as sensitive/resistant to the drug as DCs were, no further sensitisation of the DC population was observed (20) . By contrast, blocking PI3K significantly impeded the motility of DCs, but had no effect on SCs (20) . In this study, we expanded on these findings, showing that these findings are also true for radiotherapy, but importantly we verified that DCs that survived radiation were more motile than untreated cells and that the addition of GDC-0941 reduced motility below that of untreated cells. This is in contrast to the SC population, where no effect on motility was observed, neither an increase after irradiation, nor a decrease after GDC-0941 treatment. The motility of cells is a prerequisite for invasion, Figure 11 . Effects of combining GDC-0941 and FD-IR on glioblastoma stem cell-like cells (SCs). (A) G40 SCs were treated similar to the experimental chronology outlined in Fig. 5B . Viable cells were quantified using a CASY cytometer and are depicted as percentage of mock-treated cells (control). (B) Induced DNA fragmentation as surrogate readout for apoptosis was assessed by flow cytometric analysis of propidium iodide-stained nuclei at indicated time-points. Red lines indicate an additive effect. (C) The effect of the different treatment combination on the cell cycle distribution of viable cells is depicted by cytometric analysis of propidium iodide-stained nuclei. In (A-C) the means ± SD of at least three independent experiments performed in triplicate are shown. In (A and b) statistical significance was assessed by a one-way ANOVA, followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test; and in (C) statistical significance was always in relation to the untreated control group and assessed by an unpaired two-tailed t-test ( * P≤0.05; ** P≤0.01; *** P≤0.001). (D) Irradiated (3x2 Gy) and non-irradiated cells were allowed to grow for 24 h after seeding and were treated with GDC-0941 1 h before recording via time-lapse microscopy for a further 24 h. Cell velocity was examined in 8-h intervals using ImageJ software. Mean of two experiments performed in duplicate is shown (n=40). Statistical significance was assessed by two-way ANOVA.
and reducing it will hopefully block the spread of glioblastoma cells throughout the brain and create are more localised disease. This, naturally, can cause also a better response to chemotherapy, as more malignant cells will be reached by drugs locally penetrating through the leaking bbb associated with the tumour bulk. A similar approach has recently been described for breast cancer, where chemotherapy was found to facilitate increased metastasis, which, in turn, could be blocked by the addition of the pharmacological inhibitor rebastinib (64) . Importantly, the reduction of motility does not lead to an increase in proliferation, the so-called 'the cost of migration' or 'go or grow' dilemma (65, 66) , as the inhibition of PI3K signalling is both anti-proliferative and anti-migratory in a glioblastoma subpopulation (20) .
In conclusion, this work demonstrates that using high SD-IR to mimic repeated cycles of FD-IR only provides a poor surrogate for the cellular response, both in terms of cell death and effects on the cell cycle. Importantly, repeated irradiation with low doses of radiation rapidly alters the cellular DNA damage repair response, an effect which cannot occur with SD-IR. In addition, we demonstrate that already the DC population of glioblastoma, which comprises the largest fraction within the tumour, is highly resistant to radiation (comparable to established cell lines). Modulation of the PI3K does not sensitize these cells for apoptosis; however, combining radiotherapy with pharmacological inhibitors of this signalling cascade appears to be beneficial with regards to reduction in cell numbers and blocking the increased invasive potential of surviving irradiated tumour cells. by contrast, the SC population can be sensitized for radiation by blocking PI3K signalling, but neither radiation nor GDC-0941 affect their migratory capacity. Therefore, combining PI3K inhibitors with radiotherapy appears to be a promising therapeutic avenue which warrants further investigation.
